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WELCOME LETTERS

Welcome from Deputy City Manager
Sadhu Johnston
I am pleased to welcome you to Vancouver and to the
2014 Electric Vehicle Conference and Tradeshow. It is
the second time Vancouver has hosted the Conference,
and the ElectriCITIES theme showcases our progress
since the conference was last held here.

EMC

Message from Kip Morison,
Chief Technology Officer, BC Hydro

Welcome to EV2014VÉ, our 6th annual national
Conference and Trade show. Our annual conference
has become the Canadian meeting place for all those
interested in the electrification of transportation. A
special welcome to our international guests.
We are especially grateful to all our sponsors, exhibitors,
presenters and delegates for without your support, we
could not hold such events. We are grateful to the
various committees that shared their expertise and time
in various aspects of the conference organization.
This year’s program extends beyond the traditional
presentations on light-duty on-road vehicles. We have
included sessions on autonomous vehicles, transit
buses and off-road vehicles, recreational and specialty
vehicles.
We know that the dialogue happening at this conference
will move us a little bit closer to sustainability in Canada’s
transportation.
We wish you a successful conference and hope that
you increase your personal network of contacts that
will lead to new initiatives in the pursuit of electrified
transportation.

Catherine Kargas,
Chair – Electric Mobility Canada

Mark Dubois-Phillips
Vice Chair – Electric Mobility Canada
and Chair – Conference Organization
Committee

Dear participant:

Minister’s Message
On behalf of the Province of British Columbia, it is
my pleasure to welcome you to Vancouver for the
EV2014VÉ Conference and Trade Show.
B.C. is an international leader in climate action and
innovative green technologies. With transportation
representing a major source of greenhouse gas
emissions, developing new modes of transportation that
are 100% fueled by clean electricity is a key component
of B.C.’s approach to climate change.
The B.C. Government’s Clean Energy Vehicle Program,
delivered in partnership with BC Hydro and the private
sector, has provided incentives for 950 EV purchases,
and funding for the installation of 550 Level 2 charging
stations located throughout B.C. By December 31,
2014, 13 direct-current fast-charging stations will be
deployed.
B.C. is EV-Ready! With one of the most comprehensive
networks of charging stations in Canada, the EV
industry can proceed confidently with further market
development of the full range of electrified transportation
technologies in British Columbia. Our government
will continue to work with your sector to encourage
further adoption of clean, low-emission electric vehicle
applications for personal and commercial transportation
needs.
I wish you the best of luck with your conference.

Chantal Guimont
President and CEO
Electric Mobility Canada
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Sincerely,
Mary Polak
Minister of Environment
Government of British Columbia

I am honored to welcome you to the EV 2014 VÉ
Electric Vehicle Conference and Trade Show. BC
Hydro is proud to host this Conference, which brings
together participants from all domains critical in the
development and promotion of plug-in electric vehicles:
governments, community organizations, electric vehicle
manufacturers, and the suppliers of components, parts
and services.
The theme for the conference is ElectriCITIES Move Electric and will focus on how electric transport
contributes to the creation of Liveable Cities. Our
conference committees have worked hard at work
designing a conference program that reflects the theme
and organizing related events such as plenary sessions,
and technical tours of interest.
The conference theme is well aligned with BC Hydro’s
collaborations with local governments over the
past few years in establishing a seed network of EV
infrastructure. We still have some hard work ahead of
us to meet our program target of deploying 30 DC fast
charging stations across the province.
I invite you to be an active participant in the discussions.
This will give you the opportunity to evaluate future
possibilities and consider what our main priorities
should be going forward.
I want to express my sincere thanks to Electric Mobility
Canada and Al Cormier in particular, for making
this conference and trade show a rich and valuable
experience. I’d also like thank our fellow sponsors for
supporting this event.
Please enjoy the conference and trade show and I hope
you take time to enjoy the natural beauty of our city and
all the multitude of culinary delights.
Kip Morison
Chief Technology Officer, BC Hydro

Vancouver now has over 100 public charge stations,
a public car-share that incorporates electric vehicles,
is installing a DC fast charger to support inter-city
commutes, and has a building code that ensures all
new construction is prepared for electric transportation.
The City of Vancouver’s own fleet contains 27 electric
vehicles - Canada’s largest municipal EV fleet - and we
are committed to introducing more. Electric vehicles
present a real alternative to combustion engine vehicles
and will be an integral component of a decarbonized
transportation system - a central tenet of any livable city.
Vancouver already benefits from an electrified public
transit system with our Skytrain elevated rapid transit
rail system and our trolley buses, but the need to
improve personal transport remains a priority. Light duty
vehicles alone account for 37% of Vancouver’s GHG
emissions, therefore it is clear that the electrification
of personal transport offers the potential for dramatic
emissions reductions while maintaining our already
excellent air quality.
Making Vancouver a mecca for green jobs and green
technology is critical to our city’s success. Vancouver
continues to foster an environment that breeds
innovation through conferences like this that incubate
new ideas and innovative thinking. The City continues
to encourage clean tech companies to invest here that
generates growth in green jobs four times the national
average; acting and investing now to tackle climate
change provides an opportunity for a future that is
economically and environmentally sustainable.
The City of Vancouver is on-track to become the
Greenest City in the world by 2020. We’ve developed
our plan to get there-the Greenest City 2020 Action
Plan-and are working with engaged and mobilized
partners to put the plan into action. Together, we are
making measurable progress on our goals and targets.
Revolutionizing the way people move is central that
Greenest City goal. Vancouver’s citizens currently have
the lowest per person GHG footprint in North America,
but we are striving for more with a commitment to
eliminate our dependence on fossil fuels. I am certain
the conference will lead us closer to becoming the
Greenest City in the world and further catalyse the
thoughts and actions needed to reach
that commitment.
Yours truly,
Sadhu Johnston
Deputy City Manager
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Important Conference Information
Registration Desk Hours

The EV2014VÉ Registration Desk is located in the main lobby of
the hotel (North Tower). The hours of operation are:
Tuesday, October 28

07:00 – 18:30

Wednesday, October 29

07:30 – 17:00

Thursday, October 30

07:30 – 15:30

Badge Requirements

Admission to all activities requires your name badge. Please
cooperate by wearing it at all times. If you should lose your name
badge, please visit the Registration Desk.

EV2014VÉ Trade Show

Join us on Thursday October 29 in the Grand Ballroom from 09:30
to 19:00. In order to encourage interaction between participants
and exhibitors, lunch and breaks on Thursday will be held in the
Trade Show. See the Trade Show Guide for list of exhibitors, floor
plan and details.

Public Invitation to EV2014VÉ Trade Show

Again this year, the general public is invited to learn more about
electric vehicles by visiting the EV2014VÉ Trade Show at the
Sheraton Wall Centre. Public access will open from 17:00 to 19:00.

Dress Code

Business casual for all events. Casual attire is appropriate for
technical tours on Thursday, October 30.

Simultaneous Interpretation

Simultaneous interpretation between English and
French presentations will be provided during the
Opening Plenary and other Plenary sessions. These
sessions are indicated with the above icon beside their title. Other
sessions may include a mixture of presentations in English or
French.
We acknowledge the financial support of the Government of
Canada through the Department of Canadian Heritage as part as
the Enhancement of the Official Languages Program.
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Important Conference Information

Annual General Meeting of EMC Members

Transportation

Speaker Ready Room

Taxis can be hailed from the main entrance of the Sheraton Wall Centre, or from the street, at the airport, train and bus stations.

The voting members of Electric Mobility Canada are invited to the
annual meeting, taking place on Thursday, October 30 at 07:30 in
the Junior Ballroom A. The meeting notice and supporting material
were sent to the voting members in advance of the conference.
The Speaker Ready Room is located in the Parksville Room at
the Sheraton Wall Centre. We invite speakers to download their
presentations at the Speaker Ready Room no later than 3 hours
prior to their scheduled presentation time and where possible, the
morning or afternoon prior. Please bring a copy of your presentation
on a USB key or CD. An audio-visual technician is available to
assist with reviewing your presentation.
The Speaker Ready Room will be open at the following times:
Tuesday, October 28

07:00 – 16:00

Wednesday, October 29

07:30 – 16:00

Operated by Translink, the Vancouver public transport system includes buses and unique services such as the SeaBus and Sky Train.
Cash fares are from $2.75 to $5.50, based on zone. The Canada Line operates from the Vancouver airport to downtown with a stop within
walking distance of the Sheraton Wall Centre Hotel. Visit Translink’s web site at http://www.translink.ca/ or call Translink at 604-953-3333
for information.

Social Activities

Networking Event
Tuesday, October 28, 18:00 – 21:00
Pavilion Ballroom AB, Sheraton Wall Centre
As the theme for our conference, Electricities conjures urban centres frequented by EVs and dotted with EV chargers everywhere. We are not
fully there yet but electric mobility has grown significantly over the last few years paving the way for unlimited urban travel as well as coast to
coast travel on Canadian roads. Electrical charging stations are now available across the country, courtesy of important initiatives by Sun Country
Highway, the Circuit Électrique, the BC Government, and others. While many more are needed, this is a good start and should be celebrated.
We will soon have 10,000 EVs on the road, an important milestone. Indeed Canada is blessed with water resources that not only meet our basic
needs but also generate clean electricity to propel our EVs. Let’s celebrate all of these accomplishments this evening.

Meals and Breaks

Technical Tours

Technical tours are available for all registered delegates on
Thursday afternoon, October 30, between 15:30 and 17:30. If
you have not signed up for a tour, please present yourself at the
Registration Desk. Places are limited. (See details on p. 26.)
• Powertech Labs
• British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT)
Research Labs

Exchange and Banking Facilities

Full registration includes daily continental breakfast, networking breaks and buffet luncheon.
Tuesday, October 28
07:30 – 08:30

Breakfast

Grand Ballroom Foyer

10:30 – 11:00

Networking Break

Grand Ballroom Foyer

12:00 – 13:00

Luncheon

14:30 – 15:00

Networking Break

Grand Ballroom Foyer

07:30 – 09:00

Breakfast

Junior Ballroom Foyer

Grand Ballroom

Banks and bank machines (ATM) are found in the Sheraton Wall
Centre and throughout the city and are available 24 hours a day.
They accept major bank and credit cards on major international
bank networks such as Cirrus©, Plus© and Interact©. Banking
hours are 10:00 to 17:00 Monday to Friday with extended hours
including weekends at some locations.

10:30 – 11:00

Networking Break

Junior Ballroom Foyer

12:30 – 14:00

Awards Luncheon

Grand Ballroom

Currency exchange is available at the hotel.

15:30 – 16:00

Networking Break

Junior Ballroom Foyer

07:30 – 08:30

Breakfast

Junior Ballroom Foyer

10:30 – 11:00

Networking Break

Grand Ballroom

12:00 – 13:00

Lunch for delegates

Grand Ballroom

14:30 – 15:00

Networking Break

Grand Ballroom

Wednesday, October 29

Thursday, October 30

Organized by Electric Mobility Canada

Hosted by BC Hydro & City of Vancouver

Sheraton Wall Centre, Vancouver, BC CANADA
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20:00
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19:00

18:30

18:00

17:30

17:00

16:30

16:00

15:30

15:00

14:30

14:00

13:30

13:00

12:30

12:00

11:30

11:00

10:30

10:00

09:30

09:00

08:30

08:00

07:30

TS2

Grand Ballroom A

Government
Relations Committee
Grand Ballroom A

University
R&D
Roundtable
Grand Ballroom D

Networking Evening
(from 18:00 to 21:00)
Pavilion Ballroom AB

SGM

TS4

Grand Ballroom A

BC Chapter
Meeting

Grand Ballroom B

TS5

TS3
Session 8
Grand Ballroom B
Networking Break - Grand Ballroom Foyer

University R&D
Roundtable
Grand Ballroom D

Lunch
Grand Ballroom CD

Government‐Industry Summit Trade Show
Grand Ballroom AB

Networking Break - Grand Ballroom Foyer

Opening Plenary Session
Grand Ballroom AB

TS1

Grand Ballroom D

Breakfast
Grand Ballroom Foyer

OCT.28

TUESDAY

1088 Burrard Street
Vancouver, British Columbia, V6Z 2R9
604-331-1000
http://www.sheratonvancouver.com/
SGM

TS6

Junior Ballroom D

TS9

TS7

Junior Ballroom C

QC Chapter meeting

Junior Ballroom C

TS10

TS8

Junior Ballroom A

Junior Ballroom A

TS11

Networking Break- Grand Ballroom Foyer

Junior Ballroom D

Awards Luncheon
Grand Ballroom CD

Facilitating EV Travel in Cities,
Regions and across Borders
Junior Ballroom CD

Networking Break - Junior Ballroom Foyer

Plenary Session:
Report from the Student Competition
Junior Ballroom CD

Breakfast
Junior Ballroom
Foyer

OCT.29

WEDNESDAY

OCT.30

Technical Tours
Departing from hotel lobby

Networking Break - Grand Ballroom

Poster session with authors’ presence
Grand Ballroom Foyer

Lunch for Delegates
Grand Ballroom

Networking Break - Grand Ballroom

TS = Technical Session
SGM = Sector Group Meeting

Trade show opens to general public

Trade show
opens to
exhibitors’ guests

Trade Show
Grand Ballroom

Breakfast
Junior Ballroom Foyer

OEM Perspective Session
Junior Ballroom CD

EMC Annual General
Meeting (open to EMC
Voting Members)
Junior Ballroom A

THURSDAY

UPPER LEVEL

TIME

LOWER LEVEL

T U E | O CTO B E R

28

29

30

The theme of this year’s Conference is ElectriCITIES - Move Electric and its focus is to probe how electric transportation contributes
to the creation of Liveable Cities.

TUE | O C TO BE R
9:30-10:30 | Grand Ballroom AB
Opening Plenary Session

Presiding: Catherine Kargas, MARCON and
Chair of Electric Mobility Canada

07:30 | Grand Ballroom Foyer
Breakfast
8:30-9:30 | Grand Ballroom D
TS1: Electrifying All Modes of
Transport - An Overview of the
Potential
Moderator: Chantal Guimont,
President and CEO, Electric
Mobility Canada

A POWERFUL STRATEGY TO ELECTRIFY PERSONAL
URBAN MOBILITY: CAR-SHARING
Marco Viviani, Communauto Inc, Montréal, QC

Carsharing brings new benefits to EVs in urban areas. Better use
of cars between multiple users reduces the number of vehicles on
the road and therefore congestion. At the same time, carsharing
increases the accessibility to EVs in urban areas : offers shared
purchase costs between users, eliminates the need for personal
charging pods and provides alternatives for longer trips. But is
this a feasible vision at a larger scale? In 2012, Communauto, the
oldest carsharing service in North America (1300 vehicles, 30 000
users), was the first canadian carsharing company to introduce
into its fleet thirty 100% electric vehicles, mostly Nissan LEAFs and
Ford Focus. In 2013, those EVs were then offered to the public in a
free-floating one-way service in Montréal, one of the few examples
in the world. This experience allowed Communauto to establish
some of the conditions necessary to transform carsharing into one
of the most powerful ways to potentially electrify urban personal
mobility.

.........................................................

ELECTRIFYING OTTAWA’S TAXIS

John Stwora, Carleton University, Ottawa, ON
Gyountaek Kang, Carleton University, Ottawa, ON; Jason Vallis,
Carleton University Sustainable Energy and Policy Program,
Ottawa, ON

A cross-disciplinary team of engineering and public policy students
in the Carleton University Sustainable Energy and Policy program
conducted a comprehensive study of the taxi industry in Ottawa.
Their goal was to determine the feasibility of using EVs in the role
of taxis, with the ultimate aim of establishing a DC quick charger
network. After 3-months and consultation with industry leaders
and city staff, the self-named “Electrification of Transportation Task
Force” presented their findings to city councillors, academics, and
the CEO and president of main taxi operator in Ottawa. The positive
feedback and recommendations received have encouraged this
group to take their study beyond the classroom to the streets in the
form of a one-year e-taxi trial starting in September 2014.

THE EVCLOUD – A FIRST LOOK AT USAGE DATA
FROM BC’S PUBLIC CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE
Jeff Turner, Powertech Labs Inc, Vancouver, BC

The evCloud is a data collection system put in place under the BC
EV Smart Infrastructure Project to build an understanding of how
public charging stations in BC are being put to use. It continually
collects data from over 325 Level 2 and DC Fast Charging stations
across 4 different charging networks. This data is being used to
understand the impact on grid resources, to develop business
models around EV infrastructure deployment, and to increase
public awareness about the positive impact of EV technology.
Findings from the first year’s worth of data will be presented, as
well as examples of how the evCloud public web portal is being
used as an outreach tool to raise public awareness of EV charging
infrastructure in BC.

.........................................................

ON STREET CHARGING IN MONTREAL: A
PIONEERING INITIATIVE

France Lampron, Hydro-Québec, Montréal, QC
AddÉnergie, City of Montreal, Stationnement de Montréal

On street public charging in cold climate bears many challenges,
particularly in North America where the standard requires that the
cable be attached to the charging station. The public charging
network the Electric Circuit, in collaboration with the City of
Montreal and AddÉnergie, has implemented a pilot project for
on street charging to assess the many technical and use-related
challenges of this concept. Portrait of a pioneering initiative that
brings together several partners.

.........................................................

E-BIKES: A GAME CHANGER FOR MOBILITY

Arne Elias PhD MBA, Elias Consulting, Vancouver Island, BC

Cycling is the single best way to make transportation healthy and
efficient – minimizing vehicle, health and infrastructure costs. No
other mode can offer such major benefits, including low cost. There
are some limitations to cycling but with safe efficient infrastructure,
good programming and technology development many of these
barriers are minimized. E-bikes, along with communications and
charging technologies, reduce barriers to use. They increase
range and payload while easing cycling effort at an increasingly
reasonable cost. The same advances in storage, management
and motor technologies that make plug-in vehicles a viable choice
for transportation, apply equally to e-bikes and produce even
greater efficiency and a lower footprint. The rapid growth in e-bike
technology and sales is an opportunity that works in tandem with
PEV deployment in everything from infrastructure development to
congestion reduction to make transportation more sustainable.

.........................................................

Description: This session is the official launch of the
conference and sets the tone for the many sessions and
activities organized for your conference. Electric Mobility
Canada welcomes the following speakers:

• Greetings from the Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of the

Environment, Government of British Columbia
• Greetings from Sadhu Johnston, Deputy City Manager,
City of Vancouver
• Greetings from Urs Muntwyler, Bern University of Applied
Sciences, Germany, Chair of the Clean Energy Ministerial
Implementation Agreement international initiative
• Tali Trigg, International Energy Agency representing the
Clean Energy Ministerial Electric Vehicles Initiative to
highlight their EV initiatives and provide an overview of
global EV developments

10:30-11:00 | Grand Ballroom Foyer
Networking Break
11:00-12:00 | Grand Ballroom AB
Government-Industry Summit

Moderator: Catherine Kargas, MARCON and
Chair of Electric Mobility Canada
Description: This is the 5th Annual Summit at which
representatives of the Federal Government and of the EV
Industry report on major accomplishments of the past year,
activities in the pipeline and the opportunities and challenges
facing the EV Industry in Canada.
Presenting on behalf of the EV industry will be Chantal Guimont,
President and CEO of Electric Mobility Canada Presenting on
behalf of the Government of Canada will be a senior official (to be
named).
A Question and Answer period will follow the presentations.

12:00-13:00 | Grand Ballroom CD
Luncheon

28

29

30

13:00-14:30 | Grand Ballroom A
TS2: EV Infrastructure – Part 1:
DC Fast Charging and Energy
Storage
Moderator: David Swan, DHS
Engineering Inc., Tatamagouche, NS

THE FAST CHARGE EFFECTS ON BATTERY LIFE AND
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE PROJECT
Jeffrey Wishart, Intertek Testing Services - North America,
Phoenix, AZ, USA
Matthew Shirk; Idaho National Laboratory; Idaho Falls, ID and
Tyler Gray, Intertek Testing Services, North America, Phoenix,
AZ, USA

The degradation of the HV batteries in the newly introduced EVs is
a topic of contemporary interest, especially as it relates to varying
charging rates. In this project, four identical 2012 Nissan Leafs
were instrumented with dataloggers and driven over a fixed route,
each accumulating 50,000 miles, with two of the vehicles being
charged exclusively at an AC L2 rate and two of the vehicles being
charged exclusively at a DC fast charging rate. The HV batteries
were removed and the batteries performance tested in the
laboratory when new and at 10,000- mile increments. The vehicles
were also track tested when new and at the 50,000-mile marker to
measure acceleration and range. The test results reveal that there
is no power performance degradation for any of the vehicles, but
that the AC L2 and DCFC vehicles lost 24.7% and 27.4% in battery
energy capacity, respectively.

.........................................................

CRITICAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECT IN B.C.
Alec Tsang, BC Hydro, Vancouver, BC
Dian Ross, BC Hydro, Vancouver, BC

The $14.3 million B.C. Provincial Clean Energy Vehicle Program
was designed to support market transformation to clean energy
vehicle technologies in the light duty transportation sector. In
addition to a point of sale incentive program for the purchase or lease
of eligible CEVs, and Residential Rebate Program, the Charging
Infrastructure Project saw the deployment of over 450 publically
available Level 2 EVSE across B.C. The critical component of this
Project, however, has been the staged deployment of 30 DC Fast
Chargers with open protocol communications abilities through the
Greenlots SKY network. Nevertheless, as a new line of business
in North America, challenges have been encountered with respect
to available technology, and existing standards and regulations.
This presentation will focus on lessons learnt from Phase 1 (20122014) of the Project, including site host business models and
pricing structures, and describe the roadmap for completing the
DCFC network in Phase 2 (2014-2016).
.........................................................

.........................................................
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T U E | O CTO B E R
DEPLOYING FAST CHARGING IN QUÉBEC WITH
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTNERS

Sylvain Langis, Hydro-Québec, Montréal, QC
Ministère des ressources naturelles du Québec, Ministère des
transports du Québec

The public charging network the Electric Circuit is working with
the Québec Government and private partners to develop easily
accessible double standard (CHAdeMO and Combo) fast charging
areas. Several projects are currently underway or have just been
concluded with their lots of challenges and lessons learned.
.........................................................

INTEGRATING A PHOTOVOLTAIC EV FASTCHARGING STATION WITH THE SMART GRID

Eric Hawthorne, British Columbia Institute of Technology,
Burnaby, BC
Kelly Carmichael, British Columbia Institute of Technology,
Burnaby, BC; Clay Howey, British Columbia Institute of
Technology, Burnaby, BC

BCIT’s Energy OASIS system comprises EV Fast-Chargers,
a 250kW photovoltaic array, and an energy storage system. An
energy management system decides when and how much power
flows to EV chargers and to or from the power grid, depending on
EV needs, PV and stored energy availability, and knowledge of
demand peaks in the local power distribution grid. A touchscreen
kiosk at the charging station, and a charging reservation app,
gather estimates of EV charging needs. The kiosk requests
information from the driver that allows delivery of only the amount
of energy needed to drive to a next charging destination, if charging
must be curtailed to reduce demand charges or assist the grid. The
demand response control system minimizes the negative impact
of curtailment on EV charging utility. Energy OASIS is an EV fast
charging station and also a distributed energy resource with the
intelligence to actively assist the power grid.

.........................................................

REPURPOSING EV BATTERIES FOR ELECTRICITY
GRID STORAGE
Lukas Swan, Ph.D., P.Eng., Director, Renewable Energy
Storage Laboratory, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS

There are 6.8 billion cell phones in the world, each with a 3 Wh
battery, totaling 20 GWh of energy storage. Astoundingly, in only
the last two years over 200,000 EVs have been sold, typically with
a 25 kWh battery, totaling 5 GWh of storage. In only a few more
years, EVs will have more battery energy storage than any other
device worldwide.When an EV reaches end of life, the battery
will be at approximately 75% of its initial capacity. Rather than
recycle it, the battery can be repurposed for use as electricity grid
storage. The Renewable Energy Storage Laboratory at Dalhousie
University is presently collecting and experimentally evaluating
used EV batteries. New control strategies are being researched
and developed to optimize utilization of a given battery type (e.g.
BEV, PHEV) for a given electricity grid service (e.g. frequency
regulation, peak shaving).
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TUE | O C TO BE R

13:00-14:30 | Grand Ballroom B
TS3: Preparing for Tomorrow’s
Mobility: Driverless Electric
Vehicles

MERCEDES-BENZ AND THE PATH TOWARDS
AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

Description: As we move from ownership of personal vehicles
to usage of shared vehicles, electric vehicles become a much
more appealing choice. Further down the road, driverless
technology promises to be an even greater facilitator of
electrification of transportation. In this session, the leverage
that driverless technology represents for electrification will
be explained. Presentations from OEMs will focus on fully
autonomous technology available today as well as what is in
the pipeline.

This includes:
• DISTRONIC PLUS with Steering Assist
• PRE-SAFE PLUS
• PRE-SAFE Brake with Pedestrian Detection
• BAS PLUS with Cross-Traffic Assist
• ATTENTION ASSIST
• Adaptive High-beam Assist
• Active Blind Spot and Lane Keeping Assist
As we take steps towards autonomous driving, issues must be
addressed that go beyond any one individual manufacturer,
including:
• Liability law
• V2V and V2I communication standards
• Harmonized standards between countries/regions
While common standards and laws will surely prove to be the most
significant hurdles, it is not the first time the automotive industry
has faced revolutionary change. Specific to EVs, a number of
obvious benefits as we move towards autonomous driving:
• Traffic/route optimization would allow for maximum range
• Infrastructure communication could provide more detailed
information on charging availability

Moderator: Catherine Kargas, MBA,
VP, MARCON, Chair, Electric Mobility
Canada, Mississauga, ON

INTRODUCTION

CHANGES IN MOBILITY AND AUTONOMOUS
TECHNOLOGY ENABLING ELECTRIFICATION OF
TRANSPORTATION

Catherine Kargas, MBA, VP, MARCON, Chair, Electric Mobility
Canada, Mississauga, ON

Changing mobility models are positive for electrification of
transportation: a movement from OWNERSHIP to USAGE
(mobility as a SERVICE). Car sharing (>1 million members in NA)
is expected to grow 600% to 1000% by 2020. Recognizing the new
trends, auto OEMs are vertically integrating forward into the car
sharing space. Examples: Daimler (Car2Go), BMW (DriveNow),
Toyota, Nissan, Peugeot etc. Level 4 autonomy will “perfect” car
sharing as it will facilitate vehicle USAGE, instead of ownership.
As driverless technology is commercialized (2017-2020), EVs
as a percentage of all vehicles sold will take off. As defended
by Électricité de France, vehicle automation is an enabler for
electrification of transportation. Reasons: an autonomous EV
presents no range issues for the user as all is calculated for the trip
in advance of usage. Charging is also undertaken by the vehicle.
These and other reasons will be explained in this presentation.
.........................................................

HOW AVS MAKE EVS POLITICALLY CORRECT

Pierre Ducharme, Transport Evolution Institute (TEI), Québec
City, QC

For a technology that is so promising in terms of cleaning up the
environment in our cities, EVs received very little support from the
federal, most provincial and all municipal governments. Why is that
so in a country where all surveys show that Canadians are so keen
on environmental issues? As in many cases, you must “follow the
money” to answer that question. And then, how will automating our
EVs, turning them into AEVs in fact, make them more palatable
to our governments? The author aims at demonstrating that the
symbiotic relationship between AVs and EVs reaches beyond the
technical and practical issues, all the way to the coffers of the
Crown. The presentation intends to promote a closer cooperation
between those involved with both sets of technologies.
.........................................................

Christopher Goczan, Mercedes-Benz Canada, Toronto, ON

Even though we remain some ways away from true autonomous
driving, Mercedes-Benz has pioneered a number of technologies
already that provide safety and convenience functions today
and lay the groundwork for future innovations that will lead to
autonomous driving. The Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive concept
encompasses several technologies to enhance the driving
experience.

.........................................................

EVOLUTION PARTNERSHIP: ELECTRIC SELFDRIVING VEHICLES
Corey Clothier, Comet, Brighton, MI, USA

Electric vehicles are enablers for 1st deployments of self driving
or automated vehicles. Corey will speak on his team’s leadership
to deploy automated vehicle pilots in the U.S. and how the lowspeed 1st and last mile automated vehicles are accelerating the
technology and markets in the US and Canada. Corey will also
discuss his involvement with and the strategy of the U.S. Army’s
ARIBO program (Applied Robotics for Installation and Base
Operations) which was recently a featured White House Smart
America Challenge project.

13:30-14:30 | Grand Ballroom D
University R&D Roundtable

Moderator: Ross McKenzie, Waterloo Centre
for Automotive Research (WatCAR), Waterloo,
ON
Description: The University R&D Roundtable is an annual
event aimed at academics involved in EV R&D. Industry
representatives are especially invited this year for a special
session starting at 1:00 pm on “Working with Universities”.
Presenters from universities and government agencies will
outline the various industry-academia programs through which
funds can be made available to advance industry technology
projects. A special presentation by Heather C. Devine Partner,
Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP of Hamilton, Ontario and Risto
Pribisich Partner, Benesch Friedlander Coplan & Aronoff LLP
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of Cleveland, Ohio will instruct industry and academic players
regarding the various intellectual property protections available
in North America, with a practical focus on protecting research
and development from innovation to commercialization. This
presentation targets industry members currently conducting
research and development and will serve to provide practical
information to aid these businesses in commercializing and
monetizing their patents, trade secrets, industrial designs,
trademarks, and branding in the electric vehicle space. After
the refreshment break, academic representatives will discuss
their current and proposed projects and explore areas of
potential collaboration.

14:30-15:00 | Grand Ballroom Foyer
Networking Break
15:00-16:30 | Grand Ballroom D
University R&D Roundtable
15:00-16:30 | Grand Ballroom A
TS4: Personal Transport –
Part 1: The Customer
Perspective

Moderator: Jeff Turner, Powertech
Labs Inc, Vancouver, BC

UNDERSTANDING THE EV SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
IN ONTARIO
Cara Clairman, Plug’n Drive, Toronto, ON
Tania Del Matto, My Sustainable Canada

Plug’n Drive organized a study to better understand the shopping
experience for Electric Vehicles (EVs) by undertaking a study of 95
experiences in 24 dealers. Through this secret shopping exercise,
there was observed to be a number of interesting and suprising
findings around the sale of EVs in dealerships. Plug’n Drive will
present the detailed results and the recommendations that have
come out of it.
.........................................................

AUTO DEALERSHIPS, EV EDUCATION, AND
UPSTREAM INCENTIVES – PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

David Roberts, Vermont Energy Investment Corp, Burlington,
VT, USA
Karen Glitman and Chris Gordon, Vermont Energy Investment
Corp, Burlington, VT, USA

Auto dealerships are frequently cited as barriers to increasing sales
of plug-in electric vehicles. Sales staff are often less informed than
potential buyers on important characteristics of EVs and many
consumers interested in electric options have reported negative
experiences at dealers, including recommendations to avoid plugin models. VEIC partnered with auto dealers, industry groups,
and organizations working on comprehensive energy efficiency
programs to counteract these issues by providing EV training
for dealer sales staff and developing a pilot incentive program to
provide compensation to both consumer purchasers as well as the
Sheraton Wall Centre, Vancouver, BC CANADA
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dealerships selling vehicles to spur EV sales. This presentation will
report key lessons learned in partnering with the dealer community
to establish this program and bring it to implementation.
.........................................................

THE INFLUENCE OF FINANCIAL INCENTIVES AND
INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS ON PREFERENCES
FOR PLUG-IN ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Christine Kormos, University of Victoria, BC
Robert Gifford, Anthony A. J. Marley, Towhidul Islam, & Curran
Crawford

The degree to which the environmental benefits of plug-in electric
vehicles (PEVs) will be realized depends largely on consumers’
purchasing decisions. This research uses a discrete choice
experiment (DCE) to examine factors that influence the decisionmaking processes of prospective car buyers. Specifically, it
evaluates the impact of financial and non-financial incentives, as
well as individual characteristics on preference for PEVs among
a panel of 445 British Columbia residents. The DCE included
three vehicle options (ICE, PHEV, and BEV) and ten attributes,
and the survey included questions about psychological constructs
from Ajzen’s (1991; 2005) theory of planned behaviour as well
as socio-demographic characteristics. A multinomial logit model
was used to assess the influence of incentive attributes on PEV
preference, and multiple regressions were conducted to evaluate
the explanatory power of psychological constructs and sociodemographics on PEV preference. Findings may help inform the
design of future policy measures related to PEVs.

.........................................................

WHAT ELECTRIC VEHICLE OWNERS IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA TELL US ABOUT ELECTRIC VEHICLE
AND CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE DEMAND AND
PREFERENCE

Suzanne Goldberg, Adjunct Professor at Simon Fraser
University & Partner at Navius Research, Vancouver, BC
Dr. Jonn Axsen, Assistant Professor at Simon Fraser
University Vancouver, BC

Electric vehicles can contribute to the creation of Liveable Cities
because they reduce the gasoline consumption, greenhouse
gas emissions and air pollutants associated with passenger
transportation. Successful deployment of electric vehicles will
ultimately depend on the readiness of consumers to adapt to
alternative vehicle technologies and re-fueling infrastructure.
Today, electric vehicles are a niche market; however, we can
learn about the market potential for electric vehicles by examining
this initial experience. Using a multi-phased survey and driving
diary, we collected information from electric vehicle owners
in British Columbia to characterize electric vehicle use and
recharge patterns, attitudes towards electricity sources that power
vehicles, willingness to accept utility controlled charging, as well
as preferences for vehicle attributes and charging infrastructure.
Analysis of these data reveal important insights about the
constraints and opportunities for future vehicle and charging
infrastructure deployment and the policies that will effectively
support this deployment.
.........................................................

EMOTIVE: PROMOTING THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE
EXPERIENCE

Charlotte Argue, Fraser Basin Council Vancouver, BC (on
behalf of Plug In BC)
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firm to launch a public outreach campaign called “emotive – the
electric vehicle experience”. The group applied existing market
research to identify target audiences and define key messaging
to most effectively raise the profile of EVs. The campaign concept
capitalizes on the “fun” and “exciting” feeling of driving electric
cars. This presentation will outline the key findings of the market
research, and take you through the development and execution
of the campaign strategy. Find out the success and challenges
to-date, and how outreach efforts are being amplified through
community partners and EV ambassadors across the province.

15:00-16:30 | Grand Ballroom B
TS5: Service Vehicles

Moderator: Simon Ouellette, Mogile
Tech., Montréal, QC

ELECTRIC VEHICLE DEPLOYMENT IN THE
MUNICIPAL FLEET

Megan Allen, FleetCarma, a division of CrossChasm
Technologies Inc., ON

With long term budgets, fleets are well suited as a testing ground
for new technology. Plug-in vehicles have been integrated into
municipal, academic, and utility fleets across North America.
This presentation will highlight specific cases from a database
of real-world electric vehicle deployments, and contrast how the
municipal fleet experience compares to plug-in vehicles found
in the fleets of utilities, private companies, academic institutions
and researchers. Through interviews, testimonials were given by
a variety of organizations to detail the number, make and model
of plug-in vehicles within their fleet. Organizational objectives and
challenges were also discussed. This presentation will identify
where electric vehicles have been successfully integrated into
a municipal fleet, and the conditions as well as the policies and
technologies that aided their success. The presentation will also
cover common challenges faced by fleets when purchasing and
deploying plug-in vehicles.
.........................................................
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CITY OF SURREY ELECTRIC VEHICLE CARSHARE
PROGRAM

Bruce Hayne, Councillor, City of Surrey, BC
Burke van Drimmelen, City of Surrey, BC; Keith Sharp, City of
Surrey, BC

In early 2014, the City of Surrey replaced a fleet of 12 gasoline
passenger vehicles with a fleet of five 100% electric vehicles. This
new fleet services City Hall’s 750+ staff, providing vehicles for dayto-day, work related purposes (site visits, meetings, etc). All five
vehicles live, and charge, at City Hall’s underground parkade. The
EV Carshare Program is operated through a state of the art online
vehicle reservation system, which maximizes efficiency on vehicle
usage, and allows for a relatively small fleet to effectively service
a large user group. Prior to Program roll out, City staff conducted
a robust analysis on EVs generally, to gauge the economic,
environmental and operational viability of the technology in a fleet
specific setting. Results from this analysis led staff to consider
rolling out a small number of EVs in a controlled fleet environment.
City staff is currently tracking the true environmental, economic
and operational costs and benefits of this technology.

.........................................................

GREEN SHIP HYBRID ELECTRIC PROPULSION
SYSTEM MODELING, DESIGN & CONTROL
OPTIMIZATION TOOLS – NEED AND DEVELOPMENT

Zuomin Dong, Dept. of Mech Eng. and IESVic, University of
Victoria, Victoria, BC
Kevin Anderson, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC; Tiffany
Jaster, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC; Dan Prescott,
University of Victoria, Victoria, BC

Today marine industry falls considerably behind the automotive
sector in adopting hybrid electric green propulsion systems with
energy efficiency improvement and emission reduction, largely due
to the lack of appropriate, integrated system modeling, simulation,
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design and optimization tools for developing innovative hybrid
propulsion systems and controls. The present experience-driven
design practice using isolated computer tools and assumptionbased calculations is unable to handle the challenges in developing
complex hybrid electric propulsion systems, and to accurately
predict the cost benefits of the new technology. This presentation
outlines the solutions to this problem from our R&D efforts on the
hybrid electric propulsion system and controls of a green ship, and
our continuous developments on the modeling, design and control
optimization tools. Supported by Transport of Canada and carried
out in collaboration with BC Ferries, Robert Allan and several
others, the university-industry-government collaboration leads to
forefront green shipping technology developments.

16:30-18:00 | Grand Ballroom A
Government Relations Committee
16:30-18:00
Sector Group Meetings
BC Chapter Meeting
18:00 | Pavilion Ballroom AB
Networking Evening

PLUG-IN TRUCKS: MATCHING THE TECHNOLOGY TO
THE APPLICATION
Lisa Jerram, Navigant Research, Washington, DC, USA

Beginning in 2008, the plug-in truck market saw an uptick in
fleet interest, supported by government programs to promote
deployment and offset costs. As of 2014, these fleet experiences
have helped clarify what type of technology fits in which application,
and when the technology doesn’t fit. The next phase of this market
should focus on fitting the right technology to the right application,
ensuring that the end user can maximize benefits. This presentation
will review the current state of plug-in truck technology; the key
drivers as of 2014 and the continuing challenges to the market;
and how battery technology may improve performance and reduce
cost. The presentation will discuss which applications make sense
for plug-in hybrid or pure battery – delivery, service, utility vehicles
and in which vehicle sizes -- and which don’t currently provide
sufficient benefit. The presentation will also present 10-year
forecasts for the plug in truck market.
.........................................................

In an effort to raise public awareness of electric vehicles in BC,
the province of BC, Fraser Basin Council, Metro Vancouver, City
of Vancouver, and City of Surrey have collaborated with a PR
12
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7:30-9:00
Breakfast

Junior Ballroom Foyer

Sector Group Meetings
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Pacific Coast Corridor
• Christina Ianniciello, Director, Communities and
Transportation, BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Petroleum Resources, BC
• Ashley N. Horvat, Chief EV Officer, Oregon
Department of Transportation, OR, USA
International Energy Agency Hybrid & Electric Vehicle
Implementing Agreement and Clean Energy Ministerial
Electric Vehicles Initiative (EVI)
• David Beeton, Director, Urban Foresight, Newcastle
upon Tyne, United Kingdom

9:00-10:30 | Junior Ballroom CD
Report from the Student Competition
Moderator: Ross McKenzie, University of
Waterloo, ON

Description: This is the third annual student competition held
in conjunction with our EV conferences. We are pleased to
welcome competing teams from universities across Canada.
The teams were given an assignment question to resolve and
they will report their findings and recommendations at this
session. The Student Competition Committee will consider the
presentations and announce a winning team at the Awards
Luncheon later today.

10:30-11:00 | Junior Ballroom Foyer
Networking Break
11:00-12:30 | Junior Ballroom CD
Facilitating EV Travel in Cities,
Regions and across Borders

Moderator: Dan Guatto, P. Eng., Burlington
Hydro, Burlington, ON
Description: EV travel in cities, regions and across borders
is only possible with supportive infrastructure, mainly
interoperable EV charging stations. Typically, the provision
of charging stations is influenced by policies and programs
adopted by government agencies and local utilities as well
as by private sector initiatives. The session will also include
a presentation by the International Energy Agency as well
as the Clean Energy Ministerial’s Electric Vehicles Initiative
(EVI) on the 2014 EV City Casebook profiling 50 big ideas in
electric mobility.

Presenters:

Quebec – Vermont Corridor
• Pierre-Luc Desgagné, Vice-President, Public and
Government Affairs, Hydro-Québec, Montreal, QC
• David Roberts, Drive Electric Vermont Coordinator,
Vermont, Energy Investment Corporation, Burlington,
VT, USA
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14:00-15:30 | Junior Ballroom D
TS6: Interprovincial and
International EV Industry &
Business Collaboration

Moderator: Catherine Kargas, MBA,
VP, MARCON, Chair, Electric Mobility
Canada, Mississauga, ON

DEVELOPING EV POWER SOURCE TECHNOLOGIES IN
ISRAELI TEPS CONSORTIUM

12:30-14:00 | Grand Ballroom CD
Awards Luncheon

Presiding: Chantal Guimont, President and
CEO, Electric Mobility Canada
Description: The Awards Luncheon reflects the increasing
importance of recognizing the many EV accomplishments in
Canada. Recipients of EMC awards will be honoured at this
event. We will also announce the winning team of the Annual
Student Competition which involved teams presenting their
findings and recommendations earlier today. The Canadian
Electricity Association and Plug N Drive join us at this event to
announce the winners EV Dealers Awards.
Presenters of awards: Catherine Kargas, Chair of Electric
Mobility Canada, Mark Dubois-Phillips, Conference Chair, Jim
Burpee, President of Canadian Electricity Association and Cara
Clairman, President of Plug n Drive.
Keynote: Jerry Dobrovolny, Director of Transportation, City of
Vancouver will describe how EVs are a key contributor to meeting
the city’s transportation sustainability objectives.

Dr. Igal Klein, Technological Manager, Transportation
Electric Power Solutions, Israeli Ministry of Economics,
Israel

For economic, security and environmental considerations, the
Israeli Government established in 2010 a national initiative to
develop technologies to reduce dependence on oil transportation.
To address this challenge, Magnet (an R&D Directorate of the Israeli
Ministry of Economics which sponsors, initiates and coordinates
incubation of innovative generic industry-oriented technologies)
established the TEPS consortium (Transportation Electric Power
Solutions). Its objective is to develop generic technologies to power
EV, to enable driving for 500 km without charging or refueling, with
cost, performance and weight which are similar to ICE vehicles.
None of the currently available EV technologies s meet these
requirements. TEPS focuses on four clusters of technologies:
Li-ion cells, fuel cells and metal-air batteries, supercapacitors,
and energy management. Each of the R&D efforts focuses on
innovations which potentially could lead to disruptive jumps in
performance. TEPS is encouraging technological collaborations
with Canadian partners, under the leadership of the Israeli
MATIMOP Office and its Canadian counterpart. The presentation
will outline the gaps in technologies, the R&D challenges and the
integrative collaborations in the consortium.
.........................................................

ELECTRIC VEHICLE TEST-BED IN SINGAPORE

Yii Der Lew, Group Director, Corporate Planning and
Research, Land Transport Authority, Singapore

Singapore has set up an Electric Vehicle Task Force (EVTF), coled by the Land Transport Authority (LTA) and the Energy Market
Authority (EMA) since 2009. The EVTF oversaw the launch
of a test-bed in June 2011 to assess different EV prototypes
and charging technologies, and to determine the technical and
economic feasibility of using EVs in Singapore. The EV testbed was open to corporate users, and incentives were provided
to the participating companies. A total of 89 electric cars and 71
charging stations were involved in the test-bed. The test-bed
showed that EVs are technically feasible in Singapore’s local
operating conditions. However, there remain significant challenges
to their mass adoption. Further trials are being considered for both
business and technology options.
.........................................................
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR THE EV INDUSTRY

Representatives from the Government of Canada and provinces
will outline the industry support programs they offer that might be
applicable to EV industry companies in their jurisdictions:

Government of Canada
• Jennifer Poole, Automotive and Transportation Industries
Branch, Industry Canada

• Walter Wardrop, Industrial Research Assistance Program,
National Research Council Canada

Province of Ontario
• Erin D’Alessandro, Senior Sector Advisor- Automotive Unit
Ontario Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and
Infrastructure

Province of Quebec
(To be named)

Province of British Columbia
(To be named)

.........................................................

CANADIAN INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION IN EVS 28 –
KOREA

Chantal Guimont, Electric Mobility Canada

EVS 28 is the global Electric Vehicle Symposium taking place
May 3 to 6, 2015 in Goyang, Korea. Canadian EV industry has
the opportunity to participate in this event with financial support
from the Department of External Affairs GOA (Global Opportunities
for Associations) Program. This presentation will outline the
opportunities to the Canadian EV industry and the process through
which federal financial support for their participation in EVS 28 can
be secured through Electric Mobility Canada.

14:00-15:30 | Junior Ballroom C
TS7: EV Infrastructure – Part 2:
Smart Grid Integration
Moderator: Jim Burpee, Canadian
Electricity Association, Ottawa, ON

INTRODUCTION

EVS – WILL THEY TRANSFORM CANADA’S
ELECTRICITY SYSTEM?

Jim Burpee, President and CEO, Canadian Electricity
Association, Ottawa, ON
Devin McCarthy, Director, Transmission and Distribution,
Canadian Electricity Association, Ottawa, ON

The decisions Canada makes today and over the next five to ten
years will have a huge impact on what our system will look like three
decades from now. There are many variables that may dramatically
impact the future of electricity in Canada. How the system is
designed and managed by industry and customers is one of those
variables. The electrification of transportation has the potential to
transform the electricity system because of the potential impact
on supply, demand and consumer management of energy. Electric
vehicles could grow to very high levels of market penetration
with corresponding social, economic and environmental benefits.

Sheraton Wall Centre, Vancouver, BC CANADA
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The Canadian Electricity Association’s Vision 2050 calls on the
federal and provincial governments, regulators, system operators
and utilities to take proactive steps to accelerate the adoption of
electric vehicles through policy support and collaboration, coalition
building and the implementation of enabling infrastructure.
.........................................................

ANTICIPATING PEV BUYERS’ ACCEPTANCE OF
UTILITY CONTROLLED CHARGING

Joseph Bailey, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, BC
Dr Jonn Axsen, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, BC

Utility controlled-charging (UCC) of PEVs could align vehicle
charging with the availability of intermittent, renewable electricity.
We investigate the case of a nightly charging program where
the electric utility can control the timing of home PEV charging.
To explore consumer acceptance of this UCC, we implemented
a web-based survey with new vehicle buyers in Canada (n =
1754). We find potential for UCC support among the majority
(60%) of respondents interested in purchasing a PEV, but also
observe concern with privacy (24%) and loss of control (38%). We
estimated a latent class choice model to quantify preferences for
UCC with different levels for charging cost, guaranteed minimum
charge, amount of renewable electricity, and source of renewable
electricity. We identify four respondent groups, which we name
according to their unique preference patterns: ‘Anti-UCC’, ‘Time
sensitive’, ‘Cost sensitive’, and ‘Pro-renewables’. These classes
also differ by socio-demographic, lifestyle, and values.
.........................................................

ELECTRICITIES EVOLUTION: TAKING THE LONG
VIEW ON EVS

Brett Hauser, President, Greenlots, San Francisco, CA, USA
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charging infrastructure. This presentation will review some of the
opportunities for intelligent charging of electric vehicles, and how
those opportunities can be realized with current technologies.
Through the use of real-world vehicle data and case studies from
cities and utilities in various regions in Canada, the presentation
will also demonstrate how some municipalities are moving from
electric vehicle demonstration and adoption programs to strategic
management of their electric vehicle assets.
.........................................................

EVCLOUD: THE MAKING OF CANADA’S FIRST
CROSS-PLATFORM MULTI-VENDOR EVSE USAGE
LOGGING AND ANALYSIS TOOL

Olivier Proulx, Mogile Technologies, Montreal, QC
Jeff Turner, Powertech Labs, Surrey, BC; Spenser Emery,
CrossChasm, Waterloo, ON

The Province of British Columbia’s evCloud is Canada’s first
Cross-Platform Multi-Vendor EVSE usage logging and analysis
tool. The tool was built by CrossChasm and Mogile Technolgies
for Powertech Labs. It currently monitors over 250 EVSEs in BC.
This presentation will take you behind the scenes to see how,
along side the province of BC and Powertech Labs, we interface
with systems from four different charge stations manufacturers to
provide this data to utilities and various stakeholders in BC as well
as the general public. The end result is a thoroughly documented
case study, highly relevant to any organization who is or will be
involved with multiple EVSE vendors.

.........................................................

TESTING V2G-V2H IN REAL-LIFE CONDITIONS

France Lampron, Hydro-Québec, Montréal, QC
IREQ

Today, EVs top the list of technologies that are making smart cities
more livable and Canada, with its progressive policies, forwardthinking utilities and commitment to innovation is at the heart of
the transformation. A case in point and primary driver is BC Hydro.
Its long view on the importance of an open standards approach to
vehicles anticipated how utilities—and the smart cities they serve—
are transforming the perception of EVs from a grid liability to a
grid resource. Thanks to the marriage of open standards-based
charging technology and automated demand response programs,
EV charging networks have become an asset capable of balancing
grid loads in the existing energy ecosystem, while providing a new
avenue to engage drivers and enable the integration of renewable
energy sources. Join Brett Hauser, President of Greenlots, in
a discussion on how intelligent EV charging is future-proofing
infrastructure in ElectriCITIES across Canada and the world.
Fortune Brainstorm Green in May 2014: Brett will also be speaking
alongside NRG CEO, David Crane, along with others from Google,
BMWi, and Panasonic at the session.

The battery of an electric vehicle supplying in electricity a portion
of a driver’s home in the event of a power outage, and providing
energy to the utility in order to manage the winter peak or offer
other complementary services, that’s the concept that HydroQuébec is currently testing in real-life conditions. Portrait of the
V2G - V2H initiative led by the Research Institute of Hydro-Québec
in collaboration with its partners.

MAKING THE SMART GRID WORK FOR CITIES AND
UTILITIES WITH INTELLIGENT USE AND DEPLOYMENT
OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES

SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE
ADOPTION IN ONTARIO

With the roll out of smart grid programs and technologies across
North America and abroad, electric vehicles have gained an
important role for cities to become responsive energy management
agents in partnership with their local utilities. Through the use of
smart charging technology in the vehicles, cities and large fleet
operators are demonstrating how to deliver value to their local
electricity grid, all while building an even stronger business
case for adoption of electric vehicles and electric vehicle

Windfall Centre is conducting a labour market study on the potential
impacts of Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEV) adoption in Ontario,
focusing on Light Duty Vehicles in personal road transportation.
An online visualization tool that models the impact of EV uptake on
Ontario’s economic and environmental targets based on political,
social and policy drivers will also be created. This tool allows users
to interactively generate future scenarios. The goal is to help policy
makers arrive at a shared vision of a future with electric mobility,
along with an understanding of the interplay of the conditions

14:00-15:30 | Junior Ballroom A
TS8: Personal Transport –
Part 2: Analyzing the Impact
and Performance of EVs
Moderator: Matthew Stevens,
CrossChasm, Waterloo, ON

.........................................................

Eric Mallia, FleetCarma, a division of CrossChasm
Technologies Inc., Waterloo, ON
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required to achieve that vision. In addition, our report will detail our
research findings, assumptions and recommendations, scheduled
to be published mid-2014. Together, these products will assist
policy makers, educators, and private sector operators prepare for
long term transformation of the personal transportation sector in
Ontario.This project is funded by MTCU
.........................................................

LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT TO MAXIMIZE
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES
– RESULTS OF THE LCA RESEARCH PLATFORM IN IEA
ON HYBRID AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES (HEV)
Gerfried Jungmeier, JOANNEUM RESEARCH, Institute of
Water, Energy and Sustainability, Graz, Austria
J. B. Dunn, A. Elgowainy, Argonne National Laboratory, USA;
S.Ehrenberger, D. Özdemir, DLR, Stuttgart, Germany; R.
Widmer, EMPA, Dübendorf, Switzerland

Electric vehicles (EV) will contribute to a future sustainable
transportation sector. It is international consensus that the
sustainability of EVs can only be analyzed on the basis of life
cycle assessment (LCA) including production, operation and
end of life treatment. The LCA activities of 18 member countries
of International Energy Agency (IEA) are focused in the Task
“LCA of EVs”, in which strategies are developed to maximize
the environmental benefits of EVS by applying LCA. Seven key
issues of this strategy are identified, analyzed and applied in “best
practice”:
1. EV operation and efficient electricity use for air conditioning,
2. Source of electricity and future electricity mix,
3. Linking additional renewable electricity with loading strategies
of EVs,
4. Production of EVs with focus on battery materials,
5. Vehicle dismantling and “end of life management” towards
high recycling rates
6. Replacing strategies for conventional vehicles
.........................................................

THE NOVA SCOTIA STORY OF RENEWABLE
ENERGY AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES: A SYNERGETIC
RELATIONSHIP

Anne-Marie Curtis, Director of Marketing and Sales at Nova
Scotia Power Inc., Halifax, NS
David Swan, DHS Engineering Inc., Tatamagouche, NS

Renewable Energy is rapidly growing in Nova Scotia. The addition
of wind power and biomass has begun the switch from traditional
sources of generation such as coal. The next generation of large
scale renewables will come from the Labrador Muskrat Falls
development and the even larger Bay of Fundy tidal projects.
The replacement of traditional generation sources with these
renewables creates the potential of mismatch between generation
and load. Time of day rates, smart meters and stationary storage
technologies help alleviate the disparity. Electrical vehicles are
another aspect of the solution. This presentation will describe the
synergetic relationship between renewables and electric vehicles.
Provincial benefits discussed will include lower overall electrical
rates, reduced GHG emissions and improvements to the provincial
economy.
.........................................................
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EV PERFORMANCE IN THE COLD – UNDERSTANDING
THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGICAL
OPTIONS WHEN TEMPERATURES DROP
Francis De Broux, Mogile Technologies, Montreal, QC
Eric Malia, Fleet Carma, Waterloo, ON

Let’s bust this myth that EVs break down in the cold. This
presentation will demonstrate multiple real world cases studies
and research results to crush the myth that EVs don’t work in the
cold. 3 Major studies will be presented:
• FleetCarma’s cold weather study: which uses data from
multiple road vehicles in various conditions to quantify real
world energy loss of batteries in the cold
• Experience from the world’s most northern EV. A look at how
Mogile Technologies’s Electric Snowmobile is behaving on
top of a glacier in Greenland.
• Battery Pack extreme testing: Results from extensive testing
of Mogile Technologies Lithium battery pack at temperatures
down to -30C.”
.........................................................

EMAP: UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACTS AND
OPPORTUNITES OF EV-GRID INTEGRATION
Bob Oliver, Pollution Probe, Toronto, ON

Understanding how EVs are likely to change the profile of power
demand is critical for electric utilities looking to make informed
decisions about accommodating EV use within their service areas.
Electric Mobility Adoption & Prediction (EMAP) is a tool of predictive
analysis developed by Pollution Probe to provide a foundation for
developing strategies to enable EV use. This presentation will
outline EMAP findings as they relate to key factors affecting the
capacity of the local electricity distribution system to accommodate
anticipated EV-related loads at the neighbourhood level.

15:30-16:00 | Junior Ballroom Foyer
Networking Break
16:00-17:30 | Junior Ballroom D
TS9: Bus / Public Transit

Moderator: Serge Carignan, Technical
Director, AVT, Montréal, QC

THE LONG AND SLOW INTRODUCTION OF ELECTRIC
BUSES IN MASS TRANSIT
Serge Carignan, Technical Director, AVT, Montréal, QC
Gestion AVT, Montréal, QC

The automotive industry is introducing more and more electric
vehicles every year. However we have yet to see many
commercially viable electric buses particularly in North America.
Transit authorities have yet to fully understand if and how they
can utilise this technology. Because of the abundance of clean
hydroelectricity available in Quebec, the province’s transit
authorities are eager to test this technology. We will look at what
the electric bus market has to offer and we will present the results
of a one year study of a fully electric BYD bus tested in the cities of
Gatineau and Montreal.

.........................................................
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ELECTRIC BUS: FAST CHARGING AND ITS IMPACT
ON THE CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR THE BUS AND
THE INFRASCTRUCTURE
Daniel Simounet, ABB, Pointe-Claire, QC

In urban environment, and especially for transit corridors in areas
of high density of population, the operational requirements can
be very challenging for a bus fleet (frequency, time of operation,
capacity, etc.). Considering serving these corridors with electric
buses will creates additional challenges due to the constraints of
the electrical charging. In this presentation we will explain why
“fast charging” is essential for these applications. We will discuss
what are the best choices of technology for both the bus and the
infrastructure in a context of high energy efficiency, high reliability
and ease of deployment. As a concrete example, we will present
the results of one year of operation of the project TOSA, the first
articulated “flash” charging 100% electric bus carrying around 135
passengers (www.tosa2013.com) which is actually in operation in
Geneva, Switzerland.
.........................................................

ALL ELECTRIC SCHOOL BUS, DESIGN AND RESULTS

Frederick Prigge, CNTA, St-Jerome, QC
Sylvain Castonguay, CNTA, St-Jerome, QC

The authors present a design case study of a large multi-pack
battery, made to propel an all electric school bus as well as some
key points of the vehicle architecture. The vehicle is currently on
the road and the presentation will outline the story to get there,
the challenges, some of the technical solutions as well as the final
outcome. Safety considerations as well as extreme climate issues
have been addressed within this design. Lessons learned, good
and bad, will be exposed as well as some recommendations to
anyone designing EVs in Canada.Some of the early operation
feedback and data will be made public for the first time! What lies
ahead for the EV school buses will also be presented as well as
the possible derivatives of this project.

.........................................................

A COMPELLING VALUE PROPOSITION FOR FUEL
CELL BUSES
TJ Lawy, Ballard Power Systems, Burnaby, BC
Ballard Power Systems, Burnaby, BC

Highly-innovative, zero-emission fuel cell buses will play a critical
role in the future of transit - preserving non-renewable energy
sources, substantially reducing our environmental footprint and
improving our quality of life. Fuel cell-powered buses deliver
economic, operational as well as environmental benefits, when
compared to traditional diesel or diesel hybrid systems. Recent
testing of fuel cell buses, witnessed by TUV (certification agency
in Europe), concludes that fuel cell buses will provide substantial
savings on NOx, CO2, and particular matter. A compelling value
proposition – from economic, operational and environmental
perspectives – is emerging with the evolution of fuel cell hybrid
buses. Ballard Power Systems is recognized as a world leader in
the design, development and manufacture of clean energy fuel cell
products. The company’s FCvelocityTM family of motive fuel cell
products are used effectively in mass transit buses today.
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16:00-17:30 | Junior Ballroom C
TS10: EV Infrastructure –
Part 3: Best Practices in
Supporting EV Adoption

Moderator: Walter Wardrop, National
Research Council, Canada

DISRUPTIVE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

Dan Guatto, P. Eng., Burlington Hydro, Burlington, ON
McMaster University

With few exceptions, electricity distribution companies have
traditionally avoided involvement with equipment using electricity
behind the meter. As technology advancements and economics
drive active energy assets, including electric vehicles, into
residential applications, utility business models will be negatively
impacted by changes in the way customers use energy from the
grid. This disruptive technology will create the need for a shift in the
legacy business models of utilities as erosion of customer revenues
occurs. However, this is also good news for utilities as it presents
an opportunity to broaden the scope of their business models
while enhancing their ability to actively manage operation of their
grids for greater reliability and better economic performance. This
presentation will delve into these changes, which currently remain
unacknowledged by much of the industry, and yet, have already
begun to happen.
.........................................................

BEST PRACTICES IN PEV READINESS

Morgan Davis, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA, USA

Throughout 2013, EPRI published eight public case studies
highlighting utility best practices in PEV Readiness. EPRI released
these case studies to recognize best practices, challenges,
commonalities, and give other utilities (and communities) examples
of what can be done to help encourage adoption. From PEV timeof-use rates, installing infrastructure, outreach campaigns, internal
training, and online tools, utilities across the U.S. did a variety
of programs. The success, overlap, and best practices are all
highlighted in this presentation.
.........................................................

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PUBLIC CHARGING
STATIONS TO INCREASE EV SUITABILITY AND
ELECTRIC DRIVING

Hajo Ribberink, Natural Resources Canada, Ottawa, ON
Evgueniy Entchev, Natural Resources Canada, Ottawa, ON

Most EVs currently on the market have a much smaller driving
range than conventional gasoline vehicles. This reduces the
practicality of EVs for a large fraction of the Canadian population.
Using detailed driving data recorded in Transport Canada’s
Canadian Vehicle Use Study (CVUS), a simulation study was
performed to determine what fraction of the Canadian population
could exchange their gasoline vehicle for an EV without having
to alter their driving habits. Additionally, the potential of public
charging stations to significantly increase the suitability of EVs was
investigated, as well as the typical public charging station location
that would be most effective for this. Finally, an interesting insight
is presented into the potential of BEVs and PHEVs to reduce
gasoline kilometers of the Canadian light-duty vehicle fleet.

WE D | O C TO BE R
CHARGING STATIONS FOR RURAL NOVA SCOTIA:
EVS CAN TIE COMMUNITIES TOGETHER
David Stevenson, NS Electric Vehicle Highway Services,
Tatamagouche, NS
David Swan, DHS Engineering Inc., Tatamagouche, NS

The installation and maintenance of public charging stations
may be the catalyst needed for the adoption of EVs in Canada.
All provinces have rural populations and distances among
communities may often be relatively short. This is the case in Nova
Scotia, where the unique priority of installations in rural locations
encourages EV local use and travel. The partners include the
NS Department of Energy, municipalities and businesses. The
presentation will compare the community-based pattern in Nova
Scotia to the patterns in some other provinces and US states.
Attention is focused on rural situations to encourage EV usage.
Population patterns and density of EVSEs will be explored to
compare distances among communities with charging stations.
.........................................................

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE
MARKET CHARACTERIZATION STUDY: RETAIL AND
HOSPITALITY
Heather Farquharson, Managing Director, Summerhill
Impact, Toronto, ON
Retail Council of Canada and Ontario Restaurant, Hotel and
Motel Association

Summerhill Impact is conducting this market characterization
study in collaboration with the Retail Council of Canada (RCC) and
the Ontario Restaurant, Hotel and Motel Association (ORHMA);
as well as supplementary stakeholder engagement with property
managers and commercial insurers. Retailers, restaurants,
hotels and motels as destination locations, play important roles
in consumers’ daily lives. This study aims to better understand
the current needs, opportunities, and barriers to engagement in
the adoption of publicly accessible EV infrastructure; gauging the
interest; identifying capacity/capability to participate from a leasing,
insurance and operations standpoint; and, determining the value
proposition, rationale, and business model that would secure
involvement, and enable widespread adoption. The study findings,
along with recommended provincial policy considerations; as well
as an industry-targeted guide to the considerations and process
of installation, will be ready in September and can be initially
presented at the EV2014VÉ Electric Vehicle Mobility and Trade
Show, prior to wide-spread publication.

.........................................................

WORKPLACE CHARGING, A PROFITABLE AND
AFFORDABLE SERVICE

Louis Tremblay, AddEnergie technologies, Québec, QC

The trend to electrify transportation has kicked off well and is
destined to benefit our society both environmentally and financially.
As an employer, you will be invited to encourage this trend by
offering employees the ability to recharge their electric vehicles
at work. Moreover, it is not utopic to think that in years to come,
offering the ability for your staff to recharge their vehicles will be
both a selling point and a way to retain your best employees.
As an employer, it’s key to subscribe to this collective effort, but
not at any price. It will be important to choose a solution that is
economical, progressive, user-friendly and able to satisfy your
employees’ needs. It is with this perspective that AddEnergie has
developed and implemented an innovative solution that responds
to particular EV charging needs at the workplace.
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16:00-17:30 | Junior Ballroom A
TS11: Component and
System-level Technological
Development for EVs

Moderator: Renaud Cloutier, TM4,
Boucherville, QC

ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVE WITH HALBACH
PERMANENT MAGNET ARRAYS IN THE E-VOLVE
URBAN CAR CONCEPT

Maxime Dubois, Université de Sherbrooke, QC
Gabriel Lajoie, Janick Caron, Raphaël Tremblay-Simard,
Marc-Antoine Vincent, Université de Sherbrooke, QC

Electric motors are a key component of any EV, PHEV or HEV. To
decrease the size of the electric motor, a high rotational speed is
relevant. However, high rotational speed comes with higher voltage
and current frequencies, which tend to dissipate power in the
stator iron. Especially, space harmonics produced by the magnets
will induce eddy current losses components of higher frequencies,
with overheating potential. Halbach arrays consist in laying out
permanent magnet segments with magnetizations oriented radially
and circumferentially. The paper demonstrates that a Halbach
configuration will substantially reduce the harmonics in the motor
and increase the motor efficiency. A 2 kW permanent magnet drive
with Halbach configuration and a fundamental frequency of 600 Hz
was designed and built. The motor was used in the E-Volve vehicle,
winner of the Urban Concept Category at the Shell Ecomarathon
challenge in Houston, Texas in 2014. The vehicle could achieve an
energy consumption of as low as 3.1 Wh/km for a distance of 30
km during the challenge. To travel the 30 km distance, the vehicle
used a 1 kg Lithium polymer battery on board.
.........................................................

IMPACT OF SILICON CARBIDE ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF A BIDIRECTIONAL CHARGER
APPLIED FOR VEHICLE-TO-GRID (V2G)

Pascal-André Fortin , Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke,
QC
Maxime Dubois, Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, QC;
Christian Gagné, Université Laval, Québec, QC

The increasing amount of EVs in our cities implies large amount
of accumulators to be recharged from the electrical grid. The
Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) principle allows bidirectional energy transfer
between the grid and plugged EVs, thus relying on those very
same accumulators for support. The onboard charger provides the
interface between the grid and those accumulators. Its efficiency is
a key element to the viability of the V2G. Its portability is of equal
importance since this device lie within a vehicle. The Silicon carbide
(SiC) based power semiconductor switches present substantial
improvements to achieve this high efficiency and higher power
density required for this interface device. This study presents the
impact of SiC devices for the design and the implementation of a
bidirectional charger applied for V2G.

.........................................................

.........................................................
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THERMAL PROPERTIES AND MANAGEMENT OF
LITHIUM-ION BATTERY PACKS
Dean D. MacNeil, National Research Council of Canada,
Ottawa, ON
Ken Darcovich, Florin Ilinka, Steven Recoskie, National
Research Council of Canada

The success of electric vehicles (EV, either plug-in (PHEV) or full
EV) is related directly to the development of a high performing,
low-cost and completely safe large-scale battery. This presentation
will address the thermal distribution and thermal properties of high
energy lithium-ion cells and battery packs designed for electric
vehicles. In these systems, a strict thermal management of the
electrochemical cells, using active or passive cooling and heating,
is necessary because the thermal history of a lithium-ion cell can be
related directly to the lifetime of the battery pack, its performance,
safety and cost. This is a huge challenge that requires integrated
technology solutions in all facets of the battery system. A further
understanding of the thermal properties of lithium-ion cells and
battery packs is required such that an increase in the market share
of electric vehicles can occur within the light duty transportation
sector.
.........................................................

TRIP-BASED INTELLIGENT ENERGY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR PLUG-IN HYBRID VEHICLES
Xing Zhang, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC
Guang Wu, Zuomin Dong, Curran Crawford, University of
Victoria, Victoria, BC

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) provide alternative means of
transportation with improved fuel efficiency and reduced emissions.
Plug-in HEVs (PHEVs), an upgrade of the HEVs, present a more
promising solution due to their ability of utilizing grid power that may
come from renewable energy sources. However, these benefits
can be achieved with an effective energy management strategy
that optimizes the energy utilization during vehicle operation.
Current energy management strategies consist of primarily two
types: Charge Sustaining-EV mode control and Global Optimized
(blended) mode control; and both have some drawbacks.
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This research introduces a novel trip-based intelligent energy
management system for PHEVs, which takes advantage of the fact
that most drivers follow similar driving routes and patterns in their
daily driving. The new technique consists of three components:
real-time trip recognition, driving mode decision-making, and online energy management strategy computation. Simulation results
are presented to show the benefits of the approach.
.........................................................

SEAWATER IMMERSION OF XEVS: METHOD
DEVELOPEMENT AND TEST RESULTS

Erik J. Spek, TÜV SÜD Canada, Newmarket, ON
Mehdi Hosseinifar, TÜV SÜD Canada, Newmarket, ON

The increasing number of electrified vehicles (xEV) on the roads
today has presented new and unknown hazards associated with
their onboard rechargeable energy storage system (RESS).
Accordingly, new standards and regulations must be developed
to address the safety requirements for these vehicles. As part of a
cooperative research program, TÜV SÜD Canada has developed
a test method for seawater immersion of complete xEVs. In this
presentation, the established test procedure is described and the
results of 6 vehicle immersion tests are reported.

17:30-19:00
QC Chapter Meeting
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7:30-8:00
Breakfast
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9:30-19:00 | Grand Ballroom
Trade Show

Junior Ballroom Foyer

EMC Annual General Meeting
(open to EMC Voting Members)
Junior Ballroom A

8:30-9:30 | Junior Ballroom CD
OEM Perspective Session

Moderator: Andrew McCredie, The Vancouver
Sun/The Province, Vancouver, BC
Theme: Looking Back from 2018 – How Did We Do?
In Canada’s 2008-09 Technology Roadmap for Electric Vehicles
500,000 plug-in EVs were predicted to be on Canadian roads
by 2018. It also envisaged:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More Canadian content in EVs
Updated building and other technical codes
Investments in EVs by all levels of government
Readiness of utilities to receive EVs
More efficient and lower-cost batteries
Lower cost of EVs compared to conventional vehicles
Strong education programs for public awareness

OEM representatives on the panel are asked to address
the theme proposed and to comment in particular on the
expectations outlined in the 2008-09 road map, how close did
we come to expectations and what their companies initiated
and experienced in the process.
Participants:
Ford – Stephanie Janczak
GM – Phil Petsinis
Mitsubishi – Shawn Bryan and David Patterson
Nissan Canada – Marcel Guay
BMW – Marc Belcourt
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9:30-17:00 | Grand Ballroom Foyer
Posters on display
10:30-11:00 | Grand Ballroom
Networking Break
12:00-13:00 | Grand Ballroom
Lunch for Delegates
13:00-14:00 | Grand Ballroom Foyer
Poster session with authors’ presence
14:30-15:00 | Grand Ballroom
Networking Break
15:00-17:00 | Grand Ballroom
Trade Show opens to exhibitors’ guests
15:30-17:30
Technical Tours
Departing from Hotel Lobby
17:00-19:00 | Grand Ballroom
Trade Show opens to public
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Posters | Grand Ballroom Foyer
01 | VELOCAR: THE PERSONAL

TRANSPORTATION SOLUTION FOR
THE 21ST CENTURY

John Stonier, VeloMetro Mobility Inc.,
Vancouver, BC
Kody Baker, Jon Faille, Sean Boyd

Velocars first introduced in the 1930’s were
eclipsed by the automobile and never gained
prominence. By the end of the 20th Century
the automobile industry was dominated by
SUVs and a $10/BBL price for oil. How things
have changed. There is no reason for basic
transportation in urban areas to require a
vehicle weighing 1,500kgs to carry a 100kg
payload. Hence the opportunity for the modern
velocar. The modern velocar has the benefit
of significant advances in ultra-light materials,
as well as a robust progression of battery and
electric drive technology that has occurred
with the rise of modern electric cars. Offering
similar functionality to automobiles the velocar
offers real advantages – extremely low cost,
reduced road and parking congestion, less
noise, and more fitness opportunities for
drivers. The modern velocar has electric
assist, wireless monitoring, a coffee cup
holder and through vehicle sharing, coming to
an urban core near you!

.....................................

02 | RECREATIONAL ELECTRIC

VEHICLES – STATUS, TRENDS, CASE
STUDY

Francis De Broux, Mogile Technologies,
Montreal, QC
Simon Ouellette, Mogile Technologies,
Montreal, QC

A complete picture of the recreational EV
ecosystem: motorcycles / boats / snowmobiles
/ ATVs and everything in between.
Questions answered include:
• Who are key players in this ecosystem?
• What are the technical challenges for each
platform?
• What is the current and projected state of
the market?
• How does it compare to the internal
combustion recreational vehicle market?
• What are growing new trends in this field?
Case study: Indoor recreational EV applications
are a growing segment offering new business
opportunities.

03 | ELECTRICAL SAFETY IN
AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS

Andy Moeschl, Bender Canada Inc,
Mississauga, ON

Insulation monitoring in high voltage systems
used in e-mobility. The presentation shows
a short history of measuring principles, an
information about the difference of active and
passive measuring principle. Furthermore the
worldwide Bender standardization activities
are shown. A large part is reserved for current
projects and customers as well as the Bender
experience, for example in the formula 1. The
last part of the presentation shows solutions
for charging stations and future requirements.

.....................................

04 | THE EVSE GROUND MONITOR
INTERRUPTER EXPLAINED

Kenneth J. Brown, Leviton Mfg. Co., Inc.,
San Diego, CA, USA

One of safety features included as part of
electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) is
the ground monitor interrupter (GMI) circuit.
The GMI circuit ensures that the ground
path is connected from the vehicle chassis
through to the residence or a commercial
facilities service equipment ground. The GMI
is a device intended to monitor equipment
grounding continuity in a charging system
shall either prevent the charger circuitry
from becoming energized under conditions
where the grounding is not available or shall
interrupt the circuit under conditions where the
grounding is lost during operation. Grounding
conductors (wires) provide an electrical
connection between non-current-carrying
metal parts of equipment and the earth.
According to National Electrical Code (NEC),
the reason for grounding is to limit voltage
imposed by lightning, line surges, and contact
with higher voltage lines. The UL 2231-2
Standard for Safety Personnel Protection
Systems for Electric Vehicle (EV) includes the
GMI requirement.

.....................................

....................................
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05 | WINTER HAPPENS:

UNDERSTANDING AND IMPROVING
ELECTRIC VEHICLE OPERATION IN
COLD WEATHER

Jose Delos Reyes, Research Manager, Red
River College, Winnipeg, MA
Robert Parsons, Secretary/Treasurer,
Centre for Emerging Renewable Energy
Inc., Winnipeg, MB; Ray Hoemsen, Director,
Applied Research & Commercialization,
Red River College, Winnipeg, MB
Cold weather operation is a topical issue in
Canada for electric vehicles, as well as for
other alternative fuel vehicles. Gaining better
understanding and improving cold weather
operation will be important to accelerate
adoption of electric vehicles across the
country. Part of the technical rationale for
the set-up of the Electric Vehicle Technology
& Education Centre (EVTEC) at Red River
College was to understand and help address
cold weather operational issues. Cold weather
has obvious detrimental impacts on vehicle
range, leading to “winter range” anxiety
concerns, but the nature of impacts have
not been well understood, particularly the
practical perspective of the driver. The ambient
operating temperature effects on all-electric
vehicle range have been under systematic
evaluation over the past two years for both the
Nissan Leaf and Mitsubishi iMiEV, and results
will be presented. Additional impacts will also
be discussed, including a number of strategies
to address cold-weather operations.

.....................................

06 | A STUDY ON ENERGY

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS OF
HYBRID ELECTRIC POWERTRAINS
FOR MINING DUMP TRUCKS

Yaobin Guo, Dept. of Mech Eng, University
of Victoria, Victoria, BC
Zuomin Dong, Xing Zhang, and Rui Chen,
University of Victoria, Victoria, BC

Mining dump trucks are widely used worldwide
in surface mines over the past decades.
The energy consumption of these trucks
often account for about thirty percent of the
total energy requirement in open pit mines.
Advanced hybrid electric powertrain may
provide a promising solution to significantly
reduce these vehicles’ fuel consumption
and Greenhouse Gas emissions, if proper
design and controls are developed. In this
work, the alternative powertrain systems of
a commercial mining dump truck, SGA3550,
are modeled using powertrain modeling
tool, AUTONOMIE, and research codes in
MATLAB Simulink. Four different powertrain
configurations: diesel, diesel-electric, and
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series and parallel hybrid electric, are
modeled. Results from a comparative study
on vehicle performance, fuel economy and
Greenhouse Gas emissions of alternative
powertrains under typical drive cycles are
presented. The study forms the foundation
for further research and developments of
advanced hybrid electric powertrain designs
for mining dump trucks and similar vehicles.

08 | COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCY

10 | APPLICATIONS FOR

George Roddan, P.Eng, CEO Dynamic
Energy Solutions Ltd., Vancouver, BC

07 | CONSUMER ATTITUDES AND

Daniel Prescott, Thomson Power Inc.,
Victoria, BC
Stefan Kaban, Thomson Power Inc, Ottawa,
ON; Tiffany Jaster, Thomson Power Inc,
Victoria, BC; David Oldgridge, Thomson
Power Inc, Vancouver, BC

Today, electric transit busses are proving to
be a viable alternative to conventional busses
for use in public transit. Major advancements
in electric powertrain technologies allow for
the cost-effective electrification of most public
transit bus routes, as well as a sustainable
means of achieving the operational targets
of transit operators. Through application of
proprietary and industry-leading powertrain
energy
management
strategies
that
dynamically respond to operational sensor
feedback, Thomson Power’s vPCS control
system and ThomsonDrive powertrain offer
an increased vehicle operating range with
lower energy consumption, while enhancing
passenger comfort. This presentation provides
a simulation-based analysis of an electric
transit bus with and without the vPCS system.
Simulations are performed for two identical
bus powertrains, one with and one without the
vPCS system, over both the BAC regulatory
driving cycle and a real-world recorded transit
routes. The results quantify and highlight the
performance improvement offered by the
vPCS system.

.....................................

AWARENESS OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES
– BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES

David Roberts, Vermont Energy
Investment Corp, Burlington, VT
Karen Glitman, Vermont Energy Investment
Corp, Burlington, VT; Chris Gordon,
Vermont Energy Investment Corp,
Burlington, VT

Transforming the new vehicle marketplace
to increase plug-in electric vehicle sales
requires greater consumer awareness of the
practical applications of All Electric and Plugin Hybrid vehicles. This research developed
a statistically valid evaluation of baseline
awareness and attitudes towards electric
vehicles in Vermont. Although consumers
primarily thought of electric vehicles when
asked about alternative fuel options, most
perceived personal barriers to their adoption,
including cost, limited range and cold
weather concerns. The survey data helped
prioritize consumer outreach efforts and
develop messaging designed to counteract
specific perceived consumer barriers for
new vehicle shoppers. Future surveys are
planned to repeat the questionnaire to gauge
the effectiveness of outreach programs in
changing attitudes over time.

.....................................

AND RANGE ANALYSIS OF THOMSON
POWER VPCS EQUIPPED BUS VERSUS
STANDARD ELECTRIC BUS

.....................................

09 | THE IMPACT OF PLUG-IN

ELECTRIC VEHICLE INTEGRATION ON
BRITISH COLUMBIA POWER GRID

Nima Tehrani, Institute for Integrated
Energy Systems, Dept. of Mechanical,
Victoria, BC
Sahand Behboodi Kalhori, Curran Crawford,
Victoria, BC

Electrification of transportation is an avenue
to mitigate greenhouse gas emission;
however, as an additional load, PEV can
pose challenges on electricity grid. In this
paper, a methodology of estimating the overall
charging demand of plug-in electric vehicles
(PEVs) is proposed. Mobility model which
pictures the driving and parking behavior of
private cars is defined alongside the time axis
of a weekday. The departure time, trip distance
and connectivity duration for a set of trips
are extracted from the 2013 Canadian PEV
survey. The load profile derived based on a
stochastic method for modelling transportation
patterns. The procedure is applied to analyze
the effect of system-wide PEV charging load
under different market penetration levels and
charging policy scenarios. At the end, the net
CO2 emission reduction associated with PEV
fleet deployment is discussed.

LITHIUM ENERGY MODULES IN
TURF MANAGEMENT AND GOLF
EQUIPMENT

Dynamic Energy Solutions Ltd. (DESL) is
working on a number of projects, developing
a standardized lithium battery module that will
be a direct replacement for lead acid battery
systems. The focus and goal is to develop a
modular system that exceeds the performance
of the current lead acid technology, with an
overall lifetime cost that offers the customer
better value as well. The advantages of the
newer lithium-based technology are in power/
current performance, cycle life and weight.
The weight of our lithium battery storage
systems offer a 4 times reduction over
comparable lead acid technology, while cycle
life is projected to be 6 to 8 times greater. The
vastly improved cycle life allows for a better
economic advantage, even though first cost
for lithium systems are higher on a kW-hr
basis. DESL’s standard lithium module has
been developed in 3, 2 and 1 kW-hr sizes and
is available in 24 and 48 volt configurations.
Each module comes equipped with a patented
battery management system (BMS) and can
be arranged in groups of modules to any
practical voltage and power requirement.
Projects are underway, demonstrating the
performance of the DESL system in landbased off-road vehicles, remote power
systems and backup, as well as for use in
commercial marine applications. Once the
DESL modules have proven themselves in
terms of performance and durability, a plan
for mass production will be executed. Initially,
we are focussing efforts on the Golf and Turf
Maintenance Industries as this sector has
the least resistance in terms of adopting the
new lithium technology. In the past the market
has been dominated by lead acid technology,
which requires maintenance and replacement.
Our focus was to demonstrate the technical
feasibility as well as economic advantage of
switching to lithium battery technology. This
paper will present a few of the applications we
have been working on, including performance
data and comparison with lead acid storage
technology.

.....................................
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11 | WIRELESS EV CHARGING BY
MAGNETODYNAMIC COUPLING

Brice Jamieson, Elix Wireless Charging
Technologies, Richmond, BC
Boon Chong Ng, Elix Wireless Charging
Technologies, Richmond, BC; Vitali
Tikhomolov, Elix Wireless Charging
Technologies, Richmond, BC; Arash
Ahmadi, Elix Wireless Charging
Technologies, Richmond, BC

Wireless power transfer using Magneto
Dynamic Coupling (MDC) is a potential
method for charging EV systems without the
need for plugs or high-frequency inductive
coils. This low-frequency method utilizes
the coupling between rotating permanent
magnets to transfer energy across a gap
of more than 10 cm at > 90% efficiency.
As MDC technology evolves to deliver the
power levels necessary for widespread EV
charging, multi-pole structures are considered
where combinations of permanent magnet
alignments enhance the amount of coupling
between transmitter and receiver rotors. With
appropriate alignment, torque enhancement
effects are observed and are attributable to
the diagonal transmitter-receiver magnet
pairs. These torque enhancement effects
are sufficient to overcome the flux-reducing
effects present between adjacent, out-ofalignment magnets which, themselves, reduce
the torque produced in the receiver array. This
article describes the effects of magnetic pole
configuration on the torque produced in an
MDC receiver compared to the existing singlepole rotor design.

.....................................

12 | A SUSTAINABILITY REVOLUTION
IN CANADA

Kent Rathwell, President, Sun Country
Highway, Saskatoon, SK

Canada is in a position to lead a world on the
brink of sustainability collapse. We need to
personally take on this mission for change.
Sun Country Farms and Sun Country Highway
(SCH), were built on a model for sustainability
– social, economic and environmental. Fully
developed infrastructure that readily supports
EV’s will give everyone the tools needed to
make sustainable choices - transforming our
cities and way of life. Emission reductions,
lower reliance on fossil fuels, quieter, free travel
on networks like SCH (i.e. world’s longest
green highway) are clear and immediate
benefits to EV adoption. SCH’s sustainability
model includes partnering with industry and
government to achieve sustainability targets
while enjoying cost savings and commercial
success. Encouraging EV adoption and
leading infrastructure will foster a shift to
greener living as well as good business:
Lead and inspire; create goodwill; company
recognition and green branding.
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13 | USER-CONSTRAINED

ALGORITHMS FOR DEMAND
RESPONSE OF PHEV CHARGING WITH
LIMITED INFORMATION

Adam Gray, University of Victoria, Institute
for Integrated Energy Systems (IESVic),
Department of Mechanical, Victoria, BC
Curran Crawford, University of Victoria,
Institute for Integrated Energy Systems
(IESVic), Department of Mechanical,
Victoria, BC

As the adoption of plug-in electric vehicles
(PHEVs) increases, their impacts on existing
grid infrastructure are becoming increasingly
prevalent. If PHEV adoption continues as
anticipated, significant grid upgrades could
be required to service these large diurnal
charging loads. Demand side management
(DSM) algorithms, in combination with smart
chargers, provide an opportunity to minimize
the impacts of widespread PHEV adoption however the instrumentation costs and some
privacy concerns can inhibit their effectiveness
and implementation. An investigation into
user-constrained DSM algorithms with limited
information was undertaken to compensate
for increased demands placed on the grid
by PHEVs. Specifically DSM algorithms
tailored to a limited information environment
were tested to determine their effectiveness
for controlling PHEV populations with partial
instrumentation.

.....................................

14 | ELECTRIC BUS SUITABILITY
AND APPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC
TRANSIT IN NOVA SCOTIA

Wayne Groszko, Dalhousie University,
Halifax, NS
Scott Biggar, Dalhousie University, Halifax,
NS

In this work we studied a sample of
rechargeable electric buses currently available
on the market and under development. We
considered their environmental and economic
implications in the Nova Scotia context, and
identified suitable vehicles that could be used
in a pilot project for electric public transit
in Nova Scotia. We also analyzed two case
studies of electric bus use—Chattanooga,
Tennessee and Quebec City—to understand
the benefits and challenges a Nova Scotia
municipality might experience in using an
electric bus. We found that there are several
suitable electric buses available, and that their
net environmental impacts and their financial
operating costs would be lower than those
of the diesel and hybrid diesel buses in use
in Nova Scotia today. We also conclude that
for the Nova Scotia market there is a need
to develop mid-size electric shuttle buses for
smaller community transit service.
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15 | ELECTRIC VEHICLE

INFRASTRUCTURE TRAINING
PROGRAM (EVITP) “PROTECTING OUR
FUTURE”

Andy Cleven, Training Director, EJTC, Port
Coquitlam, BC
Kelly Kienleitner Chief Instructor
Electrical Joint Training Committee (EJTC),
Port Coquitlam, BC

The Electrical Joint Training Committee is
the national training provider designated
to provide the EVITP Instructors course to
colleges in Canada. Our training institute
has a proven track record of being at the
fore front of new exciting electrical training
programs. The Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
Training Program (EVITP) provides training
and certification for qualified electricians
installing Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment
(EVSE). EVITP was established in the USA
as a voluntary, non-profit collaboration of
electrical industry organizations. It offers an
open curriculum accessible to all eligible
candidates NETCO sponsored the adaptation
of the EVITP curriculum and certification exam
for use in Canada. NETCO is the joint training
arm of the Canadian Electrical Contractors
Association
(CECA)
and
International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, First
District, Canada (IBEW). The EVITP training
and certification program for Canada was
developed by subject-matter experts from
across Canada with reference to the Canadian
Electrical Code and the Interprovincial
Standards Red Seal Program.

.....................................
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16 | ELECTRIC SERVICE FLEETS

18 | EV SMART INFRASTRUCTURE –

20 | ADAPTING AUTONOMIE TO

The Greenhouse Gas Reductions Target Act
is having a profound effect on the “Business
as Usual” model. This act not only provides
the impetus to investigate green technologies,
it also identifies the need to reduce the carbon
footprint of service fleets. In a time when many
industries are looking at budget cutbacks –
electric service fleets (transporting goods and
services in cities and around the province)
can actually offer operational savings targets
– while at the same time play a significant role
in meeting GHG reductions. An industry shift
toward EV service fleets is a key step toward
economic and environmental sustainability.

David Leboe, Powertech Labs Inc,
Vancouver, BC
Chris Lum, Powertech Labs Inc, Vancouver,
BC; Jeff Turner, Powertech Labs Inc,
Vancouver, BC

Ian Whittal, Transport Canada, Ottawa, ON
Rod McMillan, Transport Canada, Ottawa,
ON

Rob MacGregor, Director, Sun Country
Highway, Vancouver, BC

.....................................

17 | PUBLIC CHARGING SEEN

THROUGH THE SMARTPHONES OF
NORTH AMERICAN USERS – 2 YRS OF
DATA - CURRENT STATUS AND PATH
FORWARD

Simon Ouellette, Mogile Tech.,
Montréal, QC
Olivier Proulx, Mogile Tech., Montréal, Qc;
Jeff Turner Jeff Turner Turner, Powertech,
Surrey, BC

Enter the world of the public EVSE decision
making from a potential user’s point of view
based on real life data from thousands
of users. Since June 2012, EV users and
prospective users from all over North America
have been using Mogile Tech’s EV Charger
Locator (EVCL) App to find and assess
the status of, ~20 000 public EVSE all over
North America. From this data, Mogile Tech
has defined and validated various public
EVSE user behaviors expressed BEFORE
they even reach an EVSE. This information
has numerous applications for EVSE station
providers, utilities, provincial and municipal
authorities, and anyone having to make
decisions regarding public EVSE.

.....................................

BRINGING SMART CHARGING OUT OF
THE LAB

Powertech Labs, a subsidiary of BC Hydro,
is exploring a number of new technologies
that will enable utilities to support a significant
transition to electric transportation while
minimizing costly infrastructure upgrades.
“Smart Charging” provides utilities with some
degree of influence over when and how EVs
charge, but a consensus has yet to emerge
around exactly how to enable this influence,
and how to encourage EV drivers to become
willing participants in the emerging Smart
Grid. This presentation will cover Powertech’s
efforts to take a number of smart charging
technologies from the Smart Utility Lab
environment out into the real world, where
end-user benefits become the priority. It will
also include findings from an industry-wide
survey conducted by Powertech to identify
priorities and challenges for EV/Smart Grid
integration, as seen by a wide array of key
industry professionals.

.....................................

SIMULATE ELECTRIC VEHICLES
OPERATING UNDER HARSH CLIMATIC
CONDITIONS

The Autonomie powertrain modeling tool
as supplied by Argonne Labs estimates fuel
efficiencies for electric vehicles operating
under different drive cycles at benign
ambient temperatures. Since a great deal
of vehicle operation in Canada is done at
cold or hot temperatures it is important for
fuel efficiencies to be estimated at extreme
temperature vehicle operation. At Transport
Canada Autonomie is being adapted to take
into account variable temperature vehicle
operation. A battery model component
developed in a Matlab/Simulink/Simscape
environment and imported into Autonomie is
being developed for the Leaf, i-MIEV and Volt
and is completely temperature responsive.
This work describes the battery model
component development and presents fuel
efficiencies estimated from simulations in the
modified Autonomie of the vehicles operated
on various drive cycles at -40 °C to 40 °C. The
estimations are compared to data collected on
vehicles by Transport Canada.

19 | THE SOCIAL COSTS AND

BENEFITS OF ELECTRIC MOBILITY IN
CANADA: A REVIEW OF PROGRESS

Mark Ferguson, McMaster Institute for
Transportation and Logistics, Hamilton,
ON
Pavlos Kanaroglou, McMaster Institute for
Transportation and Logistics, Hamilton, ON

In late 2013, the McMaster Institute for
Transportation and Logistics commenced
a five year program of research into the
social costs and benefits of electric mobility
in Canada. This research is funded by the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada. This program of research
is associated with nine distinct modules that
cover a wide range of aspects related to the
social science elements that surround electric
vehicle adoption in Canada. Initial modules
are focused on stated preference surveys that
are designed to understand the prospective
purchasing behaviour of consumers and fleet
operators. This presentation will report on
the progress that has been made on these
surveys and will report on available results.
The research plan for the year ahead will be
discussed also.
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Technical Tours
Pre-registration required. If you did not sign up online, please visit the Registration Desk.

Powertech Labs
Powertech Labs is a subsidiary of BC Hydro, specializing in clean energy consulting,
independent testing, and power system solutions. Combining a multidisciplinary, expert
staff of engineers, scientists and technologists with world leading testing facilities gives
Powertech a unique advantage to help clients from around the globe to assess, test, and
demonstrate their energy systems and energy-related technologies.
This visit will include a tour of Powertech’s highly specialized facilities, with a focus on
the departments at Powertech that are playing key roles in emerging transportation
technologies, such as hydrogen fuel system testing, hydrogen fueling stations, EV charging
infrastructure and smart grid integration. The tour will feature Powertech’s EV Technology
Park which is serving as a testing and demonstration environment for the latest in EV
charging technology, including DC Fast Charging and smart-grid enabled charging stations
that enable bidirectional communications between EVs, charging stations, and the utility.

Departure from:

Sheraton Wall Center lobby

Departure Time:

15:30

Return Time:

17:30

Location:

Surrey

Maximum Participants:

45

British Columbia Institute of Technology
(BCIT) Research Labs
The BCIT Energy OASIS project demonstrates the ability to use photovoltaic (PV) solar
power combined with a large lithium battery storage system to provide DC fast charging
and AC level 2 charging for electric vehicles. Energy is managed through a series of
complex software systems that plans and optimizes the energy balance of the system.
The project investigates the impact of Electric Vehicle Charging Stations on Utility feeders
and design mitigation strategies to reduce the charging loads of such infrastructure on the
stability and reliability of our already stressed utility circuits.
The tour will include the solar PV, electric vehicle charger, battery energy storage
components, as well as discussions about the system. Time will be given for questions
about each sub-system.

Departure from:

Sheraton Wall Center lobby

Departure Time:

15:30

Return Time:

17:20

Location:
Maximum Participants:
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Hosted by BC Hydro & City of Vancouver
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Canada’s Consumer Source for EV Information
La source d’information des consommateurs
Canadiens sur les véhicules électriques

EV calculator

EV Map

Calculateur pour
véhicules électriques

Carte pour
véhicules électriques

CAA.ca/electricvehicles
CAA.ca/vehiculeselectriques

Canada coast to coast! David Stevenson and David Swan crossed
Canada in an all-electric vehicle from Halifax to Vancouver for
the EV2014VÉ Conference & Trade Show. See their blog at
www.emc-mec.ca/ev2014ve or tweet #EVCoast2Coast.
Now it’s your turn to come east and join us in Halifax for EV2015VÉ!

Board of Directors
Chair: Catherine Kargas, MARCON
Vice Chair: Mark Dubois-Phillips, Powertech Labs
Secretary-Treasurer: Dan Guatto, Burlington Hydro

About Electric Mobility Canada

Electric Mobility Canada is a national membership–based not-for-profit organization
dedicated exclusively to the promotion of electric mobility as a readily available and
important solution to Canada’s emerging energy and environmental issues. Our
membership includes:
• Private sector companies engaged in the sale or distribution of vehicles or
components or the delivery of professional services. These members represent
all modes of surface transportation from bicycles to trains.
• Providers of electric energy at the provincial and local levels
• Managers of fleets from private sector companies, government agencies and
others
• Related associations, societies, research centres and labour organizations
• Government agencies and individual supporters
VISION
Working together to move Canada’s transportation system to electric traction.
MISSION
To support the eff orts of our members in driving the adoption of electric mobility
technologies by Canadians as key means of achieving sustainability in transportation
and to position Canada as a global leader in developing and implementing electric
mobility in all modes of transport.
GOALS
Electric Mobility Canada supports the activities of our members by:
1. Communicating legislative, policy, technical and operational matters of key interest
pertaining to electric mobility to our membership. This includes identifying the
actions
required to meet the needs of the members and proactively communicating these
needs
to policy makers and other stakeholders.
2. Establishing partnerships to accelerate the adoption of electric mobility through
research, demonstration projects, policies, programs and strategies to increase
market penetration.
3. Acting as a resource centre for relevant and contemporary information on electric
mobility from across Canada and around the globe.

Directors
Industry
• Renaud Cloutier – TM4
• Steve Rhind – Nissan Canada
• Matt Stevens – CrossChasm Technologies
• David Swan – DHS Engineering
• Louis Tremblay – AddÉnergie
Energy Providers
• France Lampron – Hydro-Québec
• Alec Tsang – BC Hydro
End Users
• Serge Carignan – Gestion AVT
• Paul-Yvan Deschênes – Centre de gestion de
l’équipement roulant (CGER)
• Serge Viola – Purolator
Not-for-Profit Organizations – Academics
• Ali Emadi – McMaster University
• Roger Smith – RSI- Fleet Challenge
• Paul Newall – Power Workers’ Union
Others
• Josée Thériault
• Jacques Charbin

Electric Mobility Canada
Chantal Guimont
President and CEO
Address in Ontario
Suite 309, 9-6975 Meadowvale Town Centre Circle
Mississauga ON Canada L5N 2V7
Address in Québec
38 Place du Commerce, 11-530
Ile des Sœurs QC Canada H3E 1T8
Tel: 514 916 4165
Fax: 514 769 1286
Email: chantal.guimont@emc-mec.ca

www.emc-mec.ca

